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It may seem as if a century has passed, but it wasn’t that long ago that we all 
took for granted the privilege of journeying wherever we wanted, with 
whomever we wanted, with no real fears or safety concerns. In the 
unprecedented aftermath of a global pandemic, getting back into a healthy 
and adventurous routine may feel odd at first. While things may never truly 
be the same, there’s definitely comfort in the fact that like every challenge 
humans have faced, we have been able to adapt, overcome, and ultimately 
become better from it. 
 
One of the things that may be better for having experienced COVID-19? The 
tourism and luxury resort industry. As the best-known and -rated hotels, 
resorts, and spas reopen, you will soon be able to find the reprieve you’ve 
been looking for — just with refurbished safety measures. It’s important to 
follow these newfound health safety tips for travel, but whether you’re 
looking for a spa featuring stunning scenic views or a dream hotel 
destination to escape for a day, or several, here are some of the best spa 
resorts and hotels in America... And the world. 
 
Rancho La Puerta (Tecate, Mexico) 
Once you feast your eyes on this fitness and spa retreat in the mountains of 
Baja California, you’ll understand why it’s called “North America’s legendary 
wellness retreat for over 75 years.” With 4,000 acres of mountains, 
meadows, and more, The Ranch is a mecca for spa enthusiasts worldwide. 
Family-owned and operated since 1940, Rancho La Puerta has been 
changing lives for more than 80 years. Most notably, The Ranch continually 
strives to reduce the spa’s environmental impact with an innovative 
approach. Most suggest scheduling for the week-long holistic wellness 
treatments that leave you feeling completely energized and centered. With its 
long and trusted track record, this resort is guaranteed to follow the latest 
health insights and wellness trends. 


